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Abstract

In this paper, we successfully grow GaAs/GaSb core-shell heterostructure nanowires (NWs) by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE). The as-grown GaSb shell layer forms a wurtzite structure instead of the zinc blende structure that has
been commonly reported. Meanwhile, a bulgy GaSb nanoplate also appears on top of GaAs/GaSb core-shell NWs
and possesses a pure zinc blende phase. The growth mode for core-shell morphology and underlying mechanism
for crystal phase selection of GaAs/GaSb nanowire heterostructures are discussed in detail.
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Background
In the past decades, intensive research interests have
been devoted towards the study of III-V semiconductor
nanowires (NWs) for their important role in the
research of fundamental physical phenomena [1,2] and
also great potentials in future device applications of
nano-electronics, opto-electronics, thermoelectrics, etc.
[3-5]. Furthermore, NW heterostructures, including axial
and core-shell structures, can offer us more possibilities
on the extent of sophistication of material systems, and
this will also accelerate the realization of NW-related
applications [6,7].
Previous literatures of antimonide-based NWs have

proved their promises in infrared detectors, transistors,
quantum computing devices, etc. [8-12]. More import-
antly, antimonide core-shell nanowires possess some
attractive properties useful for nanoscale electronics. For
example, the type II and type III band alignment of
GaAs/GaSb and InAs/GaSb heterostructures can help to
produce an accumulation of charge carriers on different
sides of the core-shell interface, thus resulting in a high
carrier concentration without intentional doping [13].
Moreover, transport path and charge carrier type of the
core-shell NWs can be effectively tuned by adjusting the
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thickness of shell layer and applied bias voltage [7].
Meanwhile, core-shell nanowire structures were also
applied to improve the light emission efficiency of core
NWs by means of suppressing surface states [14,15]. Un-
fortunately, studies on antimonide-based core-shell
nanowire heterostructures are still lacking [7,16].
Crystal structure is another main concern in III-V

NWs, since structure polytypism [17-19] and planar
defects (such as stacking defaults (SFs) and twins) have
been popularly observed, which are unwanted for related
device applications [20]. However, the well-controlled
synthesis of III-V NWs with a pure wurtzite (WZ) or
zinc blende (ZB) phase can also bring about new appli-
cation possibilities, since different crystal structures can
lead to different band gaps [21-23] and, in turn, different
electronic and optical properties. In fact, some novel
structures like WZ/ZB or ZB twinning superlattice have
been proposed [24-27]. However, antimonide NWs with
the ZB structure are dominating from the previous
reports, and this keeps true even for ternary antimonide
NWs with only a small Sb concentration [28]. Although
Mandl et al. [19] and Pozuelo et al. [29] have reported
WZ structure of antimonide NWs, there is still neither
theoretical prediction nor experimental data about WZ-
structured GaSb.
Here, we carry out a systematic investigation on MBE

growth of GaAs/GaSb NW heterostructures. It is found
that despite of the variation of V/III ratios, GaSb always
forms a shell layer instead of an axial NW segment on
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GaAs NWs. Meanwhile, a top bulgy nanoplate of pure
GaSb also often appears in as-grown GaAs/GaSb core-
shell NWs. A detailed structural characterization indicates
that both GaAs core and GaSb shell NWs possess a WZ
crystal structure, but a pure ZB phase forms for pure GaSb
bulgy nanoplate. The growth mechanism of GaAs/GaSb
core-shell NWs has been clarified at last.

Methods
A Riber 32 R@D MBE system (Paris, France) was used
to grow GaAs/GaSb NW heterostructures on the GaAs
(111)B substrates with Au catalysts. First, a pretreatment
procedure including degassing and deoxidization was
executed for all epi-ready GaAs substrates, in order to
remove any possible contaminant on the substrates.
Then, a GaAs buffer layer was grown for all samples
under a temperature of 550°C for 15 min. Later, all sub-
strates underwent an Au deposition and annealing step,
so as to form isolated Au nanoparticles. Next, NW
growth began. For all samples, GaAs NWs were first
grown for 15 min, and then GaSb growth followed. The
same growth condition was employed to grow GaAs
NWs. Namely, growth temperature, Ga beam equivalent
pressure (BEP), and As BEP were set at 380°C, 2.6 × 10
−7 Torr, and 4.0 × 10−6 Torr, respectively. Then, GaSb
NWs were grown under four different V/III ratios, while
keeping the growth temperature and Ga flux as constants.
Specifically, GaSb growth temperature was also set at 380°
C, Ga BEP was 2.0 × 10−7 Torr, and V/III BEP ratio was
set at 0.8, 1.3, 2.1, and 6.5, respectively. The growth switch
between GaAs and GaSb NW was conducted by directly
turning on the Sb source and shutting down the As source
Figure 1 SEM images of GaAs/GaSb heterostructure NWs grown at di
(d) V/III = 6.5, respectively.
simultaneously. Once NW growth ended, both Ga source
and Sb source shutters were closed immediately.
Detailed morphological and structural characterizations

were performed on as-grown GaAs/GaSb heterostructure
NWs through scanning electron microscopy (SEM;
JEOL 7800 F, JEOL Ltd., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Phillips Tecnai
F20, Hillsboro, OR, USA, operated at 200 kV).

Results
Figure 1 shows tilted SEM images of NWs grown at dif-
ferent V/III BEP ratios. When the V/III BEP ratio is 0.8
(Figure 1a), NWs manifest very irregular orientations,
and they usually stick together. Meanwhile, the obvious
substrate surface irregularity suggests the 2-D thin film
growth on the GaAs substrate. Then, when the V/III
BEP ratio is increased to 1.3, most NWs grow vertically
on the GaAs substrate, as can be observed in Figure 1b,
in which most of NWs can be divided into two segments
with different diameters. In fact, the upper thicker NW
segment has a faceted shape. NWs grown at the V/III
BEP ratio of 2.1 (Figure 1c) and 6.5 (Figure 1d) have a
basically similar morphology as NWs shown in Figure 1b,
but displays a more obvious tendency of lateral growth.
The two-segment morphology of GaAs/GaSb NWs
grown at higher V/III ratios provides a useful method to
distinguish GaAs and GaSb contributions. For the lower
thin NW segments, the average diameter for NWs in
Figure 1b, c, d can be estimated as 45 nm from which
we anticipate that the lower thinner segment should be
GaAs NWs, since all GaAs NWs in these three samples
were grown under the same conditions. On this basis,
fferent V/III ratios. (a) V/III = 0.8, (b) V/III = 1.3, (c) V/III = 2.1, and
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the upper thick segment should be caused by the GaSb
growth, at least partially. This agrees with the previous
report on the GaSb NW growth, in which lateral growth
of GaSb NWs can be enhanced by increasing the V/III
ratio [30]. Surprisingly, we do not find obvious Au catalyst
particles residing on top of GaAs/GaSb core-shell NWs
for all four samples.
To understand the morphological and structural char-

acteristics of the as-grown NWs, TEM investigation was
performed. Figure 2 presents three typical TEM images
taken from the NWs grown at a V/III BEP ratio of 1.3.
According to their structural and compositional charac-
teristics, three different kinds of regions can be identified
in these NWs, which are named as S1, S2, and S3, re-
spectively, as indicated in Figure 2. Specifically, S1 pos-
sesses a WZ structure and is composed of pure GaAs;
S2 has a highly defected WZ structure and is composed
of GaAs core and GaSb shell, while S3 is a pure GaSb
bulgy nanoplate with pure ZB structure. Detailed illus-
trations of S1, S2, and S3 will be given in the following
text. Besides, it is also noted that GaSb can either form a
continuous or discontinuous shell layer(s) on GaAs
cores, which may be attributed to the specific local
growth environment of different NWs, as well as the
variation of surface energetics.
Figure 3a shows a high-magnification bright-field TEM

image taken from the S1 segment identified in Figure 2c,
Figure 2 Three representative morphologies of GaAs/GaSb
NWs grown at a V/III ratio of 1.3 (a-c). Also, three kinds of
sections (named as S1, S2, and S3) are identified.
in which SFs can be occasionally noticed. Figure 3b shows
a corresponding high-resolution TEM image, indicating
that this section has the WZ crystal structure. Figure 3c
shows a representative energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS) linescan of the NW segment shown in
Figure 3a and confirms that the WZ segment is indeed
pure GaAs. The result is in agreement with our previous
study [31].
TEM investigations were also performed to understand

the crystal structure and chemical composition of the
GaAs/GaSb core-shell segment (notated as S2 segment).
Figure 4a shows a typical bright-field TEM image of
the lowest part of the S2 segment shown in Figure 2c.
Figure 4b shows a typical EDS linescan of the NW segment
of Figure 4a, which clearly demonstrates the core-shell
structure in this nanowire section, with a GaAs core and a
GaSb shell. Figure 4c shows a high-resolution TEM image
taken from the shell region, in which high density of planar
defects can be seen in the WZ-dominant structure. This is
due to a large lattice mismatch of 7.5% between the GaAs
core and GaSb shell. Figure 4d shows the structural details
of the GaAs core and implies that Moire fringes exist in
the GaAs core NWs, indicating the strain-induced
structural relaxation [16]. Based on the above description,
it is found that the GaSb shell layer possesses the WZ
structure, which is seldom reported previously.
Figure 5 shows the structural and compositional de-

tails of the top bulgy nanoplate and its neighboring seg-
ment, with their boundary indicated by a red dashed line
in Figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the EDS linescan taken
from the red line marked in Figure 5a, from which we
find that arsenic signal only covers a radial length of
about 10 nm, and its intensity is very small. Compared
with Figure 4b in which strong As signal lasts a distance
of about 30 nm radially, it can be inferred that GaAs
NW should have a tapering shape, and this tapering
morphology can also be verified by the TEM image of
Figure 2a, b. Similar morphological variation has been
well reported [31]. In fact, along the growth direction of
the core-shell segment between the red solid line and
red dashed line in Figure 5a, arsenic composition
decreases quickly, becoming finally undetectable at the
boundary position (indicated by the red dashed line). As
for the top S3-type nanoplate, Figure 5c presents a typ-
ical EDS measurement, which clearly demonstrates its
composition of pure GaSb. Figure 5d provides a high-
resolution TEM image of the NW segment A-1 shown
in Figure 5a, which spans both S2 and S3 segments. A
transition from WZ-dominant structure to pure ZB
phase is clearly depicted. The HRTEM image of the NW
segment A-2 further demonstrates the pure ZB structure
of the top GaSb nanoplate (see Figure 5e). Besides, ex-
cept for the GaSb shell layer grown on GaAs core NW,
the pure GaSb top nanoplate also exhibits a tendency of



Figure 3 Structural and compositional details of the S1 segment. (a) A TEM image of the S1 segment from Figure 2c. (b) A high-resolution
TEM image clearly showing the WZ structure of the NW segment from (a). (c) The typical EDS linescan result along the radial direction, which
indicates that the S1 segment is composed of pure GaAs.
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lateral growth, which can be verified more remarkably
by the large diameter of the S3 segment in Figure 2b.
Our extensive TEM investigations also confirm the for-
mation of core-shell structures in other samples. How-
ever, in the previous work reported by de la Mata et al.
[32], the axial GaAs/GaSb NW heterostructures have
been grown by MBE. But the growth condition adopted
by them is quite different from that used in our study.
Maybe, the lower growth temperature and smaller V/III
ratios used here is more beneficial to the growth of GaSb
shell layers. This implies that through careful control of
Figure 4 Structural and compositional details of the S2 segment. (a) A
(b) A typical EDS linescan as indicated by a red line in (a), which clearly
(c) A high-resolution TEM image corresponding to the location indicated by
(d) A typical high-resolution TEM image showing the structural details of the G
growth parameters, both axial and core-shell GaAs/GaSb
NW heterostructures can be obtained in a MBE system.
Besides, careful EDS analyses are also conducted to

determine the distribution of Au element on different
GaAs/GaSb NWs, since no obvious Au particles can be
found on top of these NWs. For most NWs, EDS cannot
detect any obvious Au signal, but for some NWs, a
much smaller Au particle is found to reside on the middle
region of them. This suggests that the Au catalyst particle
may diffuse away from the NW top and mainly diffuse
into the bulk NW during our GaSb growth; similar results
TEM image of the lower part of the S2 segment from Figure 2c.
shows the formation of a GaAs/GaSb core-shell heterostructure.
a black arrow in (a), which implies a WZ structure of the core-shell NW.
aAs core. The insets in (c) and (d) are the corresponding FFTs, respectively.



Figure 5 Structural and compositional details of the S3 segment and its neighboring NW from Figure 2c. (a) A bright-field TEM image.
(b) EDS linescan indicated by the red line in (a). (c) A representative EDS composition from the S3 segment. (d-e) HRTEM images corresponding
to the two locations A-1 and A-2 shown in (a).
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have also been reported in silicon NWs by previous litera-
tures [33-35]. The diffusion behavior of Au atoms has
exerted an important influence on the GaSb growth mode.

Discussion
Based on the experimental results described above, sev-
eral new phenomena have been discovered. First, instead
of the common axial growth, GaSb adopts a lateral
growth mode, thus forming shell layers on GaAs core
NWs. Second, unlike the widely reported ZB structure
for GaSb NWs, GaSb shell layers form a WZ phase.
Thirdly, there undergoes a structural transition from
WZ to ZB structure when GaSb shell layers change to
top bulgy GaSb nanoplates. We believe that these new
phenomena may stem from the change of underlying
growth mechanism of GaSb segment.
Generally speaking, both the axial growth mode gov-

erned by vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism [36,37]
and the lateral growth mode regulated by vapor-solid
(VS) mechanism [38,39] can happen in the growth
process of III-V NWs. For the axial growth through mo-
lecular beam epitaxy, surface diffusion of adatoms acts
as the main source for the growth species [40], which is
usually driven by the chemical potential difference be-
tween the catalyst-NW interfaces. However, the diffusion
behavior of Au atoms have directly annihilated the exist-
ence of Au catalyst particles residing on top of GaAs/
GaSb NWs, this will lead to a seriously weakened driving
force for VLS-dominated axial growth, and naturally a
preference for VS-dominated lateral growth mode.
Moreover, the low growth temperature used here for
GaSb growth (only 380°C) in comparison to that from
previous reports [24,34] will also contribute to the lateral
growth mode dominated by the VS mechanism, because
a lower growth temperature will decrease the diffusion
ability of reactant atoms, which will lead to the
diffusion-limited growth that favors the VS growth
mechanism. Therefore, reactant atoms are finally stabi-
lized at nanowire sidewalls, resulting in the nucleation
and growth of GaSb shell layers around the GaAs NW
cores.
Next, let us discuss why does WZ phase outweigh ZB

phase during the growth of GaSb shell layers? In fact, it
is commonly found that shell layers usually adopt the
same structure as their core NWs for different core-shell
NWs, such as InAs/InP [41], GaAs/InAs [42], and
GaAs/GaAsSb [43], but a detailed explanation for this
phenomenon is seldom discussed. Here, based on the VS
growth model [44], the change of Gibbs free energy
ΔGVS for growing 2D nucleus can be described as:
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ΔGVS ¼ −
AΔμ
a

þ Phþ Að Þγvn þ Aγsn ð1Þ

where A is the base (or upper) area of the nucleus, Δμ is
the difference of chemical potential for III-V pair
between vapor-solid phases, a is the area of a III-V pair
on the nucleation surface, P and h are the perimeter and
height of the nucleus, respectively, γvn and γsn are the
vapor-nucleus interface energy and solid-nucleus interface
energy, respectively.
Whether the laterally grown GaSb shell can form a

WZ or ZB structure is determined by the relative quan-
tity of ΔGVS*(WZ) and ΔGVS*(ZB) (ΔG* is the maximum
of Gibbs free-energy change). Specifically, the formation
of a ZB nucleus on the WZ-GaAs NW sidewall has an
additional WZ-ZB phase transition energy (ΔγP) or
stacking fault energy relative to the formation of WZ
nucleus. Meanwhile, the energy of each GaSb pair in
WZ phase is higher than that of ZB phase (ΔE ~ 36 meV
from density functional calculations). Therefore, WZ nu-
cleus will become more favorable if ΔγP >ΔE. In other
words, the present growth parameters satisfy this
condition.
The last remaining question is to understand the

growth mechanism of top ZB-structured GaSb bulgy
nanoplates. Owing to the lack of Au catalysts, the axial
growth of GaSb on the top region of NWs is very similar
to the growth of GaSb layers that follows the VS mech-
anism. In the growth process, the change of Gibbs free
energy ΔGVS can be described by [44]:

ΔGVS ¼ Sγs−
VΔμ

b
þ VΔE

b
ð2Þ

where γs is the surface energy of the GaSb nucleus, S
and V are the surface area and volume of the nucleus,
Figure 6 A schematic illustration for the growth process of GaSb NW
stage of GaSb growth, during which Au droplets diffuse away from the NW
NW sidewall and top. (d) The final core-shell-structured GaAs/GaSb NWs.
respectively, b is the volume of each Ga-Sb pair, and ΔE
is the energy difference of GaSb between WZ and ZB
phases. The ΔE value is equal to 0 and 36 meV/pair for
the growth of ZB and WZ nanowires, respectively. In
other words, the growing WZ nucleus has an additional
energy than that of the ZB nucleus. Therefore, the
growth of ZB GaSb is preferred on the top of nanowires.
Owing to the lower growth rate in the top of NWs, the
morphology of NWs will be determined by Wulff con-
struction [45,46] in which the facets of NW with low
surface energies will be preserved and the facets with
high surface energies will disappear, which results in the
formation of bulgy GaSb nanoplates. InSb nanocubes
[47] and diamond-shaped GaInSb NW segments [48]
based on radial overgrowth have also been reported
before.
Based on the experimental phenomena and discussions

detailed above, a schematic illustration of the growth
mode of GaSb NWs is depicted in Figure 6. When GaSb
growth starts by the introduction of both Ga and Sb spe-
cies, the Au catalyst originally residing on the GaAs NW
(see Figure 6a) diffuses into the bulk NW, which leads to
the seriously weakened driving force for VLS-dominated
axial growth. Hence, the VS-dominated lateral growth
mode becomes remarkable (see Figure 5b). After the
complete disappearance of the Au catalyst, GaSb growth
on top of the GaAs NW also adopts a VS mode, just like
the shell layer growth on the NW sidewall, as shown in
Figure 5c. So, core-shell-structured GaAs/GaSb NWs with
a top bulgy nanoplate can be finally obtained.

Conclusions
To sum up, we have successfully grown GaAs/GaSb core-
shell NWs through MBE. Instead of the traditional axial
growth commonly reported by many groups, GaSb adopts
s. (a) The moment of the ending of GaAs growth. (b) The initiation
top, and GaSb growth starts. (c) The VS-dominated growth on the
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a lateral growth mode and forms a shell layer on already-
grown GaAs NWs and finally has a WZ crystal structure.
Meanwhile, a bulgy GaSb nanoplate also appears on top of
GaAs/GaSb core-shell NWs and possesses a pure ZB
phase. These new phenomena are believed to originate
from the lateral growth mode, in contrast to the traditional
VLS growth mechanism for axial NW growth. Our study
can provide new insight for the growth and understanding
of GaSb NW growth, as well as III-V NW growth.
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